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Overview
ResearchQuestions
• Is there racial/ethnic discrimination in the U.S. mortgagemarket?

• If so, is this discrimination larger or smaller among “FinTech” lenders?
Empirical Approach
• Assemble impressively detailed loan-level data set
(HMDA+ credit records + deeds + loan performance)

• Exploit GSE pricing grid to isolate non risk-based differences in lender behavior
Key Findings
• Minority borrowers pay 6–9 bpsmore on purchases (2–4 bps on refis)
• Minority borrowers 3–5 ppt more likely to be rejected
• FinTech: No difference on pricing, slightly less racial disparity in rejection



Long-standing, Important, and UnresolvedQuestion
“The last decade has witnessed a
flowering of scholarly research on racial
and ethnic discrimination in mortgage
lending. The findings in this literature are
obviously of great importance to millions
of American families and also concern
community groups, lenders, and public
officials...

[H]owever, all this activity has failed to
produce a consensus on the magnitude or
consequences of mortgage lending
discrimination, and debate on these
subjects remains very lively.”

– Ross and Yinger (2002)
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Source: Fuster et al. (2019)
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MyTake

General assessment
• First-order, policy-relevant, topical question
• Truly impressive data lift likely to pay dividends
• Creative take on identification in a crowded and convoluted literature

Comments
• Nitpicking about the empirical strategy→ proving discrimination is hard!
• Magnitudes, sample selection, and economic significance
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Proving Discrimination is Hard
Challenges
• Measurement→ need race + loan characteristics in the same data set

• HMDAdata was designed to solve this problem
• Issue: HMDA does not have interest rate, FICO, LTV. . . .

• Identification→maybeminority borrowers are just higher risk?
• Can never be sure you have the right specification
(c.f. the extensive debate over the Boston Fed study)

Solutions

• Shoe leather→ supplement HMDAwith additional data
• Old school: run a survey – famous “Boston Fed Study” (Munell et al., 1996)
• This paper: painstakingly merge with data that you bought

• Creativity→ find away to “control for risk”
• Old school: kitchen sink regressions + robustness to functional form
• This paper: focus on lenders that are insured against default risk (this is new!)
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Intuition for the Empirical Strategy
Institutional detail
• Lenders originating GSE loans are fully insured against default risk

• In exchange for this, they pay an insurance premium (g-fee) to the GSEs
• Therefore, lenders should only care about risk to the extent that it affects the g-fee
• Key fact: g-fees are a fixed, known function of borrower observables
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Roughly 25–30% of the Variation Remains Unexplained
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The Effect of Discount Points on Interest Rates

• Pay 0.06% of the loan amount
upfront to lock-in a 3.5% rate
offer for 15 days

• OR pay 0.22% of the loan
amount to lock-in that same rate
for 45 days

• OR receive 4.26% of the loan
amount upfront to accept a
5.124% rate locked-in for only
15 days

• The choice is yours!
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• A loan that costs me 22 basis
points onWednesday...

• Might be 14 basis points
cheaper next Tuesday
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ARecent E-mail fromQuicken Loans to a Coauthor Looking to Refi

“You recently submitted an application to refinance your home with Quicken Loans.
It looks like your application didn’t make it to underwriting, so we wanted to circle back. . .



ARecent E-mail fromQuicken Loans to a Coauthor Looking to Refi

As an added bonus of working with my office,
I am able to apply additional discounts that your loan is eligible for!”
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• Robustness check drops large lenders, who are typically also servicers, but even
small lenders likely care about themarket value of the servicing rights they sell.
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SomeQuestions to Guide the Interpretation of the Results
Empirical implementation:

rit = αMinorityi + γGSEgridt + δt + εit
Questions
• Howmuch is in the error term?→ a lot!
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• If correlated with race, is it legal? Should it be illegal?
• The paper is aware of these issues and discusses some of them...
• More along these lines would be useful



Magnitudes, Sample Selection, and Economic Significance



Magnitudes and Economic Significance

Key empirical finding
• Minorities pay between 2–9 bpsmore depending on loan type
• If this is due to discrimination, its important to gauge the economic losses at stake

A potential back-of-the envelope

• Mean loan amount: $214,400
• Mean interest rate: 4.34%
• Monthly payment onmean loan: $1,066
• Increase in payment onmean loan +2–9 bps: $3–$11

Butmany small cuts can add up to a substantial sum...
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$750Million/Year is a Lot ofMoney (Authors’ Calculation)



PolicyMakersWould AgreeWith This Assessment!

“Berkeley researchers estimate that lending
discrimination results in Latinx and African
American borrowers paying $250–500M per
year in extra mortgage interest...[T]his is not an
acceptable outcome.”
– ElizabethWarren and Doug Jones
Letter to the Fed, FDIC, OCC and CFPB
June, 2019

(quoted figure based on older draft of the paper)



Assumes: (1)Minorities Equally Distributed AcrossMortgageMarket



Assumes: (2) Discrimination is the Same in All Market Segments



In Reality, MostMinority Borrowers Have FHA Loans...
During the sample period, > 2/3 ofminorities have nonconventional (i.e. FHA) loans

Source: Bhutta, Laufer, and Ringo – Fed Bulletin Vol. 103, No. 6 (2017)



...and There is no Evidence of FHADiscrimination During This Period

Source: Bhutta andHizmo (2019)



The Sample Also Drops Loans in CRA-Eligible Census Tracts



Which isWhere Roughly 40 Percent of all Minorities Live



Might Lenders Discriminate Less in these Highly-Regulated Areas?



Magnitudes and Economic Significance

Suggested refinements
• Expand sample to include FHA loans

• Adds back in the 2/3 of minority borrowers currently missing
• May reduce estimates given apparent lack of discrimination in FHA segment
• FHA lenders insured against default risk⇒ ID strategy works here too

• Expand sample to include CRA-eligible tracts
• Adds back in the 40% ofminority borrowers currently missing
• May reduce estimates given fear of getting caught discriminating in CRA areas?

• Gives amore accurate estimate of the averageminority borrower’s experience



Conclusion

General assessment
• First-order, policy-relevant, topical question
• Truly impressive data lift likely to pay dividends
• Creative take on identification in a crowded and convoluted literature

Comments
• Nitpicking about the empirical strategy→measuring discrimination is hard!
• Magnitudes, sample selection, and economic significance
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